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ABSTRACT

Following the Bali blasts of 2002, the Indonesian government intensified its security arrangements to counter the threats of terrorism. Domestic and international efforts have been conducted, one of which is developing closer counter-terrorism cooperation with the US government. Both governments of Indonesia and US have announced their increasingly successful war against radical Islamist extremism and terrorism. However, several evidences in the country have demonstrated the ineffectiveness of the US - Indonesian counter-terrorism efforts achieving the objectives. The complexities in Indonesian - US counter-terrorism efforts have motivated this research to identify and discuss the reasons why the cooperation has been perceived less effective to address the threats of terrorism. This research uses descriptive analysis drawing from primary and secondary data ranging from government official documents, academic literature, newspapers and electronic materials. It discusses several external and domestic problems to the cooperation. This research found that the ineffectiveness of counter-terrorism efforts is caused by the government emphasizing more on the symptoms of the problems and focusing less on particular causes of the problems and domestic impediments such as the influence of conservative and militant ideologies, the networking of foreign or international terrorists, the clandestine military involvement, the motivation for shari’a law implementation, Indonesian porous borders and weak immigration controls and corrupt government agencies.
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